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Abstract. In service-oriented systems, how much a service can be trusted
is increasingly crucial for service consumers to make the best decision.
Because the methods for deriving trust based on manually assigned feedback cost much time and suffer several drawbacks, automatic trust calculation is the only feasible method for large-scale service-oriented applications. Therefore an automatic trust calculation using other non-trust
quality criterion values is proposed. To make the calculation accurate,
the Kalman Filter is employed to filter out malicious non-trust values
instead of directly filtering out malicious trust values. Furthermore, an
improved algorithm is proposed by taking the relationship between the
non-trust criterion value and its variance into account to offer higher
detection accuracy. Although malicious data can be filtered out, dishonest or inaccurate values can still influence trust values. Hence similarity
between consumers is used to weight the values from others. Finally, experiments are carried out to access the validation and robustness of our
model. The results show that our algorithm can offer higher detection
accuracy under more strategic malicious situations.
Keywords: Web service; Quality of Service; Trust; Kalman Filter
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Introduction

The rapid growth of service-oriented applications has spurred a considerable
amount of research in this field. However, service providers are usually little
known by service consumers. Among a great number of service providers providing identical or similar services with varying Quality of Service (QoS), it is hard
for service consumers to select appropriate services. To help consumers make decisions, QoS of service-oriented systems has been modelled [1–3, 10] and various
selection algorithms have been proposed to optimize the results of service selection. A number of QoS properties have been used to evaluate services in these
models. These novel centralized systems [1–3,10] modelled QoS properties of services, and then based on consumer requirements and the values of QoS published
by service providers, many different optimization algorithms were employed to
select appropriate services for service composition. However, they did not focus
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on how these values of QoS properties were collected. If all these values are given
by service providers, they may not be true, due to dishonesty of certain service
providers. Hence, among these QoS criteria, trust is increasingly important for
service consumers to select service providers. In addition the systems [2, 10] did
not aggregate the values of trust, while in the approaches [1, 3] trust is just one
of the QoS criteria considered.
Furthermore, some systems [13] also collect feedback from service consumers
to evaluate service providers. Similarly service consumers may also provide malicious feedback. Although these approaches were effective to select services for
service consumers, they did not focus on the detection of malicious service consumers. Therefore if malicious service consumers exist, they may not select appropriate services for service consumers.
Several trust-based systems [5, 14, 15, 21] have been proposed, however the
authors in [5] did not focus on detecting malicious consumers. Although they
provided high flexibility for consumers to use a variety of scoring functions over
the same data for personalized reputation evaluation, this approach is based on
the assumption that consumers do not mask their malicious behaviour, meaning that it is hard to detect those malicious service consumers that behave well
until they gain good trust values and then behave maliciously. The approaches
in [14, 15, 21] identified malicious consumers to minimize their threat and protect the system from possible misuses and abuses by them. The authors in [15]
represented trust by the use of two attributes, trust value and trust estimation
variance, and employed the Kalman Filter to filter out and to aggregate feedback.
Their experiments showed that the model provided higher robustness to estimate
trust values with a lower false detection rate. In [14], the authors adopted the
method of cumulative sum to detect malicious feedback for a reputation-based
system. In [21], the authors required service consumers to provide a trust value
on each QoS property of a service, meaning that a value of trust in one QoS
property indicates how much this QoS property of this service can be trusted.
Meanwhile, the authors in [14] required one trust value for one service each time
a service was invoked. Both [14] and [21] employed Euclidean distance to calculate similarity between two service consumers, which was used as the weight to
aggregate the data collected from other consumers.
Although these approaches [14, 15, 21] are effective, the authors in [15] did
not focus on how reputation values were collected while the authors in [14, 21]
required humans to provide feedback ratings used as trust values. It would be
better to calculate the value of reputation automatically, because feedback ratings provided by humans are not accurate, due to differences in humans’ preference and incomplete knowledge. In addition, collecting feedback from humans
becomes harder in large-scale service-oriented applications. The authors in [12]
surveyed techniques of trust in service workflows and relevant contexts. According to their review, they also discovered that lacking of a unified way to formalize
trust prevented automation in trust-related processes from realization.
Hence, trust is increasingly crucial in service-oriented systems for service
consumers to select appropriate services, and trust is also important for other
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applications, such as e-commerce environments [7, 16], mobile adhoc networks
[4, 6] and peer-to-peer networks [8, 9, 20, 22]. The authors in [7] reviewed existing
and proposed trust-based commercial online applications. Some trust issues and
an overview of trust-based evaluation approaches in e-commerce environments
were also given in [16].
In [19,22], a Bayesian reputation approach was proposed to calculate the trust
value based on the beta probability density functions (PDF). In [19], intuitive
parameters needed to be tuned manually without guarantee of any quantitative
confidence. In [17], the trust was modelled as a three-dimension belief (b, d, u),
which represented the positive, negative and uncertain probabilities. Although
the trust in [17, 19, 22] was modelled as predicted probability values, prediction
variance was ignored by them, which was considered in [15]. The authors in [15]
proposed a general trust model for a more robust reputation evaluation. However,
all these models only use feedback between service providers and consumers, but
did not use feedback among service consumers.
Many researchers have proposed various approaches by employing different
techniques to evaluate the trust in web services. Although a variety of efficient
and robust measure solutions [5, 11, 14, 15, 21] have been proposed, these approaches still mostly have following weaknesses, according to a brief review
above.
First of all, most approaches measure service reputation based on the assumption that the feedback are provided by humans, and therefore it is difficult
to ensure the accuracy. Furthermore, this kind of system cannot be built without humans participating. Manually assigned feedback cost much time and have
several disadvantages. For instance, certain humans are not willing to provide
feedback and may provide unfair ones. The method of automatic trust calculation is the only feasible one for large-scale service-oriented applications.
Secondly, existing trust measure approaches mostly collect feedback only
between service consumers and providers, and rarely use data among consumers.
Most of such systems are centralized, otherwise it is hard for service consumers
to obtain the information on trust of service providers. Therefore, how a service
consumer can obtain the trust level of a service in distributed systems and how
data collected from other service consumers is aggregated need to be considered.
Lastly, due to existing malicious service consumers, how those malicious ones
can be filtered out is increasingly important. Malicious service consumers might
provide malicious values to falsely improve the trust in certain service providers,
or to degrade the trust in certain service providers for commercial benefits.
To address the weaknesses above, an approach to measure the trust both in
service providers and consumers has been proposed. This approach first groups
service quality criteria, and then measures the trust in each quality criterion of a
service based on their characteristics. The measure of trust in service providers
has also been divided into two main stages, including Time Domain and Aggregation Domain, because of the following two reasons. First, one service consumer
may invoke a service many times, so that it can measure the trust in the service
based on the data collected by the consumer itself at Time Domain. At this
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stage, all data are obtained by itself, and therefore it is unnecessary to filter out
any information. Second, it may also compute the value of trust by the use of
data from other service consumers. At this stage, the service consumer not only
needs to aggregate all data, but also has to filter out malicious data. This stage
is also called Aggregation Domain.
Compared to the existing approaches, our main contributions have been summarized as follows:
First, Quality of Web Service Criteria have been grouped into several classes
based on their characteristics, and trust calculation has been divided into two
main domains. In addition, most existing approaches treat trust as only one QoS
criterion of a service, equivalent to response time, meaning that one service has
only one value representing the overall reputation of the service. However we
compute a value of trust in each QoS criterion.
Second, the majority of existing approaches directly filter out malicious values
of trust provided by other service consumers. Different from them, we filter out
malicious values of other non-trust QoS criteria, and then all these QoS criteria
values are aggregated to compute the trust values automatically.
Lastly, at Aggregation Domain, when a service consumer aggregates the data
from others, the trust in other consumer X is employed to weight the trust value
in a service provider, which is provided by that consumer X. The value of trust
in other consumer is calculated using distance functions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 demonstrates how
quality criteria are classified and how the values of trust in quality criteria and in
consumers are calculated automatically. Section 3 presents how malicious values
are detected and how different values from a variety of consumers are aggregated.
The model is evaluated by carrying out different experiments in Section 4. The
final Section contains the conclusion and some ideas for further work.

2

Quality Criterion

In this section, some concepts related to trust are introduced first. Based on
these concepts, this section presents how the value of the trust in each individual
criterion and other service consumers are calculated.
Quality Criterion (QC) encompasses a number of QoS properties used to
evaluate a web service, including Price (P ), Response Time (RT ), Availability
(A), Success Rate (SR) and Trust (T ). There are two ways to categorize QC.
First, based on the way how it affects the overall QoS of a service, QC can be
classified as either Positive Criterion, whose increase benefits the overall QoS,
or Negative Criterion whose decrease benefits the overall QoS.
Second, on the basis of the nature of a criterion, criteria then fall into two
major classes including Ratio QC (RQC) and Non-ratio QC (NRQC). RQC’s
values can be presented as a ratio, which can be directly used as the trust of
the criterion, such as availability, success rate and so on. Please note that RQC
are not the criteria whose values obtained from service providers are rate. For
example, compensation rate, whose values gotten from providers are rate, is not
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a RQC. NRQC’s values cannot be presented as a ratio, eg. price, response time
etc.
For a criterion of a service, a service consumer can get its value in two different
ways. The service consumer can obtain the value of a criterion published by the
service provider, which is called as Published Value (PV), or it can get the value
by invoking the service, which is named Actual Value (ACV). PV is published
by providers, and it can be updated at any time. ACV is collected by consumers,
which may be different from PV. For instance, a provider may publish 40ms as
a service’s response time, but the actual response time may be 43ms when a
consumer invokes the service.
Trust can be seemed as one QC and it is denoted by T . One consumer A has
the value of the trust in another one B, meaning that A knows how much he
can trust B. Trust can be classified as either criterion or reference trust, on the
basis of trust purpose. For an illustrative purpose, a criterion C of a service S
provided by a service provider P is denoted by P.S.C.
– Criterion Trust: A’s trust in P.S.C, denoted by T (A → P.S.C). It identifies
how much the service’s criterion P.S.C can be trusted.
– Reference Trust: A’s trust in consumer B’s capacity of referring to other
consumers’ ability to do something, defined by T (A → B). Please note that
a service provider can also have a reference trust, because the service provider
can also be a service consumer, recommending another service provider.
Based on the ways how it affect the overall trust, a trust can be divided into
Positive Part, which increases the trust, and Negative Part, which decreases it.
Similarly, the actual value of a criterion can also be classified as either Positive
Actual Value, which increases the trust of the criterion, or Negative Actual
Value, which decreases the criterion’s trust.
2.1

Criterion Trust Calculation

After demonstrating relevant concepts, how the value of the trust is derived
from values of other non-trust quality criteria is presented. To begin with, a few
notations are introduced first: T (A → P.S.C)j is the value of A’s trust in P.S.C
after j th time A invokes a service S; c represents the published value of P.S.C;
cj is the actual value obtained by A after j th time invoking service S.
Assume that Criterion C is a negative one, meaning that the decrease of
this criterion benefits the trust, and then T (A → P.S.C)j is calculated by the
following equations.
Number of positive C values,

numpo
cj ≤ c
j−1 + 1
numpo
=
j
numpo
c
j >c
j−1
Number of negative C values,

numne
j−1
numne
=
j
numne
j−1 + 1

cj ≤ c
cj > c
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The value of positive part of T (A → P.S.C)j is calculated by:
r
cj
po 2
2
 numpo
j−1 (Tj−1 ) +(1− c )
cj ≤ c
po
po
numj
Tj =
 po
cj > c
Tj−1
Value of negative part of T (A → P.S.C)j ,
 ne
Tj−1
r
cj
ne 2
2
Tjne =
numne
j−1 (Tj−1 ) +(1− c )

numne
j

cj ≤ c
cj > c

At last, the value of A’s trust in P.S.C is computed as follows:
po
T (A → P.S.C)j = 1 + Tj−1
−

ne
numne
j · Tj
po
numne
j + numj

Please note that the values which are equal to the PV are always classified
as the positive ones.
2.2

Reference Trust Calculation

In order to aggregate data from other service consumers, a service consumer
needs to know how much he can trust others. In this paper similarity between two
consumers is used as a service consumer A’s reference trust in another consumer
B, because A can trust B more, if values of the trust maintained by A are more
similar to B’s. Using the value of trust in B, A can know how much he can trust
the services or other consumers referred by B.
X X X
 p1
(T (A → P.S.C) − T (B → P.S.C))p
 P S C


T (A → B) = 1 − 


|T (A → P.S.C)|

(1)

Equation. (1) is the mostly used. When p = 2, this equation is the Euclidean
distance function used in [14, 21].
2.3

Trust Transitivity

Based on the transitivity of trust, the method of weighted mean aggregation
is used to aggregate values of the trust in a certain service from other service
consumers. Similarity between consumers is used as the weight. For instance, a
consumer A needs to know how much he can trust in P.S.C, however he has
no information about it. In addition, B has trust in P.S.C, denoted by T (B →
P.S.C), and A knows how much he can trust B, represented by T (A → B).
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Therefore A’s trust in P.S.C, T (A → P.S.C), can be derived by aggregating B’s
function trust in P.S.C and A’s trust in B as follows:
T (A → P.S.C) = T (A → B) · T (B → P.S.C)
It is common to collect reference trusts from several different service users
to make better decisions. This can be called consensus trust. Assume a service
consumer A needs to obtain the value of the trust in P.S.C, and he knows little
about P.S.C. However, he has information about trust in other consumers X
and Y , and both of they have a trust in P.S.C, denoted by T (X → P.S.C) and
T (Y → P.S.C) respectively. The consensus trust of X and Y ’s trust in P.S.C is
a trust that reflects trust in a fair and equal way, and derived by:
T (A → P.S.C) =

3

|T (A → X) · T (X → P.S.C)| + |T (A → Y ) · T (Y → P.S.C)|
|T (A → X)| + |T (A → Y )|

Criterion Value Estimation and Improved Malicious
Value Detection

Malicious service consumer can be classified as either adulating service consumer,
which tries to falsely improve the trust in certain service providers, or defaming
service consumer, trying to degrade the trust in certain service providers. The
algorithm of malicious value detection in [15] has been shown that it is better
than Bayesian-based, and many other algorithms. Hence, Kalman Filter-based
algorithm is adopted to detect malicious values. The authors in [15] used this
algorithm to filter out malicious values of the trust, however we use it to filter out
malicious values of non-trust quality criteria to retain the accuracy of the trust.
In addition, based on the algorithm we not only estimate the value of non-trust
quality criteria, but also predict its variance. We further improve this algorithm
by taking the relationship between the value of non-trust quality criteria and its
variance into account.
3.1

Criterion Value Estimation

Because the value of a criterion C of a service S provided by a service provider
P obtained by a service consumer A each time is independent, it is reasonable to
model the distribution of the values of P.S.C as Normal distribution. For each
criterion, its values follow normal distribution with {µr , σ r }, where µr is the real
value of P.S.C’s µ, and σ r is the actual P.S.C’s variance.
Assume that A is going to use estimated values from other consumers to predict P.S.C’s {µr , σ r }. Service consumer i’s estimated values of P.S.C’s {µr , σ r }
are denoted as {µei , σie }. After aggregating i’s estimated values, A’s estimated
e
values are denoted as {µeA,i , σA,i
}. Because of incomplete knowledge of P.S.C, i’s
e
estimated values usually have a deviation from A’s estimated values {µeA,i , σA,i
}.
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Because the estimated values are from independent consumers, the relation between i’s estimate and A’s estimate is modelled as follows:
µei =

µeA,i + λµ and p(λµ ) ∼ Normal(0, Λµ )

σie =

e
σA,i
+ λσ and p(λσ ) ∼ Normal(0, Λσ )

(2)

Note that λµ is different from σie . λµ is an estimate noise covariance when
A estimates the real value µr , while σie is estimated covariance from service
consumer i, which may be malicious. Similarly, λσ is an estimate noise covariance
when A estimates the real value σ r .
Based on the Kalman Filter [18], the estimation of {µr , σ r } is governed by
the linear stochastic difference equations:
µeA,i = Fµ µeA,i−1 + Bui−1 + wµ,i−1 ; p(wµ ) ∼ Normal(0, Wµ )
e
e
σA,i
= Fσ σA,i−1
+ Bui−1 + wσ,i−1 ; p(wσ ) ∼ Normal(0, Wσ )

where, F is the factor for relationship between the previous estimate based on
the estimate of service consumer i − 1 and the current estimate based on i’s
e
estimate, and u is the optional control input to the estimate {µeA , σA
}. Because
in our model there is no control input, u is 0. Hence, our estimates are governed
by the following linear difference equations:
µeA,i = Fµ µeA,i−1 + wµ,i−1 ; p(wµ ) ∼ Normal(0, Wµ )
e
e
σA,i
= Fσ σA,i−1
+ wσ,i−1 ; p(wσ ) ∼ Normal(0, Wσ )

In the Kalman Filter, there are two steps: P redict step and U pdate step.
e
respectively. The
Pµ and Pσ represent predict error covariance of µeA,i and σA,i
e
},
P redict step is responsible for obtaining the priori estimate, denoted by{µ̄eA,i , σ̄A,i
e
e
for the next step based on the previous estimate {µA,i−1 , σA,i−1 }. Similarly, priori predict error covariances are denoted by P̄µ and P̄σ . The U pdate step is
responsible for incorporating a new service consumer’s estimate {µei , σie } to obe
tain an improved posteriori estimate {µeA,i , σA,i
}.
P redict step:
µ̄eA,i = Fµ,i µeA,i−1 ,
2
P̄µ,i = Fµ,i
Pµ,i−1 + Wµ,i ,

e
e
σ̄A,i
= Fσ,i σA,i−1

(3)

2
P̄σ,i = Fσ,i
Pσ,i−1 + Wσ,i

(4)

U pdate step:
Kµ,i =

P̄µ,i
,
P̄µ,i + Λµ,i

Kσ,i =

P̄σ,i
P̄σ,i + Λσ,i

µeA,i =

P̄µ,i + Kµ,i (µei − µ̄eA,i ),

e
σA,i
=

e
P̄σ,i + Kσ,i (σie − σ̄A,i
)

Pµ,i = (1 − Kµ,i )P̄µ,i ,

Pσ,i = (1 − Kσ,i )P̄σ,i

(5)

(6)
(7)
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In order to compute the parameters Fµ,i , Λµ,i , Wµ,i , Fσ,i , Λσ,i , Wσ,i , the
following equations are used:
i−1
X

Fµ,i =

i−1
X

µeA,j µeA,j−1

j=1
i−1
X

,

Fσ,i =

(µeA,j )2

j=1

j=1
i−1
X

(8)
e
(σA,j
)2

j=1

i−1

Λµ,i =

e
e
σA,j
σA,j−1

1X e
(µ − µeA,j )2 ,
i j=1 j

i−1

Λσ,i =

1X e
e
(σ − σA,j
)2
i j=1 j

(9)

i−1

Wµ,i =

1X e
(µ − Fi µeA,j−1 )2 ,
i j=1 A,j
i−1

Wσ,i

3.2

(10)

1X e
e
(σ − Fi σA,j−1
)2
=
i j=1 A,j

Improved Malicious Value Detection

Given significance probability levels δµ and δσ , the problem of determining if a
consumer i is not malicious is to find the threshold values ∆µ,i and ∆σ,i so that:
e
P (|µei − µeA,i | ≤ ∆µ,i ) = δµ , P (|σie − σA,i
| ≤ ∆σ,i ) = δσ

(11)

e
In addition, µei −µeA,i and σie −σA,i
follow zero mean normal distribution with
variance Pµ,i + Λµ,i and Pσ,i + Λσ,i respectively. Hence, there are also equations:

−∆µ,i
),
Pµ,i + Λµ,i
−∆σ,i
e
P (|σie − σA,i
| ≤ ∆σ,i ) = 1 − 2Φ( p
)
Pσ,i + Λσ,i

P (|µei − µeA,i | ≤ ∆µ,i ) = 1 − 2Φ( p

(12)

where Φ(x) is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution. Hence, after solving Equation. (11) and (12), ∆µ,i and ∆σ,i can be
obtained:
1 − δµ p
∆µ,i = −Φ−1 (
) Pµ,i + Λµ,i ,
2
(13)
1 − δσ p
) Pσ,i + Λσ,i
∆σ,i = −Φ−1 (
2
Using the threshold values ∆µ,i and ∆σ,i , malicious values of µe and σ e can
be detected respectively. However, a malicious consumer can still manipulate
the model by setting σ e or µe to be the lower or upper limit. Although a malicious consumer i can set its feedback {µei , σie } to be upper or lower limit, the
probability of such feedback may be very low or even zero. Hence, in order to
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improve the accuracy, Mahalanobis equation is adopted, which is a measurement
between two vectors. After Kalman Filter-based estimation and roughly filtering out using thresholds, a two-column vector is obtained, with the two columns
representing estimate real value and estimate real variance respectively, denoted
−
→ −
→
−
by →
x = {µe , σ e }. Each row represents one estimate at each step based on the
estimates provided a certain service consumer. The Mahalanobis values between
−
−
ith row →
xi and →
x are calculated by the following equation, and the Mahalanobis
vector is denoted by M .
q
−
−
−
−
xi ) − E(→
x ))T S −1 (E(→
xi ) − E(→
x ))
(14)
mi = (E(→
−
−
(where S represents the pooled covariance matrix calculated with →
xi and →
x)
Given significance probability levels δm , the problem of determining if the
ith row is not malicious is to find the threshold values ∆m so that:
P (mi ≤ ∆m ) = δm

(15)

In addition, M follows Gaussian distribution with mean µm and variance σm .
Hence, there are also equations:
P (mi ≤ ∆m ) = Φ(

∆m − µm
)
√
σµ

(16)

where Φ(x) is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution. Hence, after solving Equation. 15 and 16, ∆m can be obtained:
√
(17)
∆m = Φ−1 (δm ) σm + µm
3.3

Calculation Algorithm

Each time a service consumer invokes a service, it can obtain values of all criteria.
Then this service uses these values, which are called values of quality criterion
at Time Domain, used to estimate real criterion values. Because at time domain
all values are collected by service consumer itself, it is unnecessary to filter out
malicious values. For RQC, it is easy to calculate the values and it is accurate.
For instance, the success rate csr of a service S can be calculated by the following
equations:
If the ith invocation of S is successful:
numsuccess,i = numsuccess,i−1 + 1
If the ith invocation of S fails:
numsuccess,i = numsuccess,i−1
Finally:
numtotal,i = numtotal,i−1 + 1;

csr =

numsuccess,i
numtotal,i
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Each time the service S invoked by a service consumer j, it can get values of
NRQC. If exact values Cj of NRQC price C can be obtained, the value {µej , σje }
can also be calculated as follows:
µej = E[Cj ]; σje = E[(Cj − µej )2 ]
However, exact values of certain NRQC cannot be obtained, such as response
time. Not only because computer is a complex dynamic system, but also because
of network delay, it is impossible to get exact response time of a service. Hence,
at this point the method of criterion value estimation in Section 3 is used to
estimate the value {µej , σje }.
Each service consumer can collect criterion values of various services from
numerous service consumers, and these values can be aggregated to estimate
real criterion values, although certain values may be malicious. These values
are called values of quality criterion at Aggregation Domain. At aggregation
domain, values of all criteria including RQC and NRQC are estimated by using
the method of criterion value estimation in Section 3, not only because malicious
values need to be filtered out, but also because all these values may not be
accurate due to incomplete knowledge on service providers.
Assume a service consumer A is going to aggregate values from other consumers to calculate the trust in P.S.C. Each step after estimating the value of
P.S.C by the use of the value provided by a consumer X, the trust in P.S.C is
calculated using the method presented in Section 2.1. A’s reference trust in X
is calculated by using the method introduced in Section 2.2, which is used to
weight the trust value in P.S.C from X. Furthermore, second hand values are
aggregated with the approach presented in Section 2.3.

4

Performance Evaluation

In this section, our trust model is evaluated in a simulated environment. Experiments are carried out to evaluate the robustness of this model, compared to the
algorithm in [15]. Because the authors in [15] have shown that it is better than
Bayesian-based algorithms and so on, our model is not going to be compared to
those approaches again.
In order to evaluate the robustness of this model, experiments are carried
out in an environment with malicious values. Our approach is compared with
the method in [15], represented by RLM for illustration purpose, to evaluate
the robustness of malicious value detection, and IKM is short for our model,
Improved Kalman Filter. The probability of malicious values is set up to 40%,
because it is almost impossible that more than a half of service consumers behave
maliciously and it is impossible to perform well in an environment with more
than 50% malicious service consumers.
True Malicious Rate is the percentage of correctly detected malicious values. The number of all malicious values and correctly detected malicious ones
are denoted by numm and numc respectively, and then true malicious rate is
numc
.
calculated by
numm
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Fig. 1. Average true malicious rate with variance being set to be an extreme low value

False Malicious Rate is the percentage of wrongly detected non-malicious
values. The number of all non-malicious and wrongly detected malicious values
are denoted by numnon and numw respectively, and then false malicious rate is
numw
calculated by
.
numnon
In this experiment, similar to the experiment in [15], the variance σ e of
malicious values is set to be an extreme low value. All results are shown in Fig.
1 and 2, and our model performs almost the same as the original RLM algorithm
in this situation, as the increase of the malicious value probability. Because our
algorithm is based on RLM, it does not perform worse than RLM. IKM aims at
another situation which is not considered by RLM. Hence, in this experiment,
IKM does not outperform RLM, either. Results in Fig. 1 and 2 further proved
these two points.
Furthermore, in another experiment three following types of malicious values
are added:
– σ e is set to be the real value and µe is set to be the lower or upper limit;
– σ e is set to be the lower or upper limit and µe is set to be real value;
– Both σ e and µe are set to be the lower or upper limit.
The values of σ e in our model corresponds to P in two dimension tuple,
{hRi, P }, of RLM. RLM used manual feedback and the values of P were also set
manually by consumers. Although in our model both σ e and µe are derived from
the collected values, consumers can still manipulate the values and provided
inaccurate values to other consumers. In this situation, malicious consumers try
to mislead the results gradually. While there is no relationship between R and
P in RLM, in IKM σ e and µe are related to each other. Hence, seen from Fig.
3, our model can still have high detection efficiency in this strategic malicious
environment while RLM does not. However, as shown in Fig. 4, our model suffers
higher false detection rate than RLM.
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Fig. 3. Average true malicious rate with three types of malicious values

5

Conclusion

Trust in QoS of service providers is increasingly important for service consumers
to select appropriate services. In this paper, QoS criteria have been classified into
several groups on the basis of their characteristics. Based on the trust in service
providers and other consumers, an automatic algorithm of trust calculation has
been presented. This model significantly helped reduce the influence of dishonest
service consumers. The trust calculation process has been divided into two steps,
Time and Aggregation Domain. At time domain, a service consumer used the
values obtained by the consumer itself while at aggregation domain a service
consumer calculated the value of trust using values from others, which may be
malicious. Hence at aggregation domain, an improved algorithm based on the
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Kalman Filter has been presented to filter out malicious values and the trust
in other consumer X was used to weight the trust provided by X. Finally, our
model has been evaluated by several experiments and the results have shown
that a more accurate value estimation can be made by our model, with higher
detection accuracy than the original algorithm under a more strategic malicious
environment, although our algorithm suffers a higher false detection rate.
However, our model required a large amount of historic estimation and lots
of calculation. Hence, further research will be carried out to reduce the need of
storing a large number of historic estimation and calculation. In addition, when
aggregating values from other consumers, only first-hand data were used, meaning that a service consumer only aggregates the data from the service consumers
that it knows. In future, more data will be considered.
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